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Abstract: In this paper we present a case study of a waste-water treatment procedure
for the zinc galvanization unit of a metal-processing company. During the process of
galvanization several types of waste-water in different quantities as well as in different
concent rations occur and are stored temporarily in containers. To empty these
containe rs waste-waters may be mixed in certain ratios and then disposed of with the
possible use of additional chemicals.

The aim of the developed management tool is to control the sto rage of the
waste-waters (no container should be filled beyond capacity) and to minimize the
amount of additional che micals used . In this paper we present an on-line heuristic
meeting the above requirements sat isfactori ly.

Keywords : Waste-water management system. heuristic. simulation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Applying mathematical methods in industry has been a cornerstone of
ope rations research since its very beginning in the middle of the century. Improving the
efficiency and performance of complex systems to save resources and costs has been the
primary goal of most of these projects .

"This research was supported by the Spezialforschungsbereich F003 ~Optimieruhg und Kontrolle",
e'rojektbereich Diskrete Optimierung.
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However. in the last two decades environmental aspects have received
increasing attention from the general public and also from industrial decision makers.
The necessity to meet strict emiss ion laws and to reduce the result ing costs led to
increased efforts to deal ....rith all kinds of emiss ions and was tes generated in a
production line. The arising complexity of organization and management in this
"unproductive" sector of business has naturally invited the use of more sophisticated
techniques and has in particular introduced operations research to the area of waste
management.

The topic of this paper is a case study of a waste-water t reatment procedure for
the zinc galvanization unit of an Austrian metal-processing company.

The process of galvanization is a very sensitive envi ronmental issue.
Considerable amounts of toxic waste can hardly be avoided by modern facilities.
Therefo re , an efficient way to handle this waste is an important objective for every
company in t his field.

Different types of waste-waters occur in the sys te m we dealt with. Some of
them are highly concentrated and are emitted every othe r week, others have a low
concentration but are continuously generated.

The waste-waters, which are stored temporarily in containers, can be turned.
into harmless refuse by combining different kinds of waste-waters in an appropriate
ra tio. In principle two types of reactions are available in ou r system, each one
performed. in one reactor, namely neutralization (e.g. acids and bases are mixed. to
achieve a solution with neutral pH value) and detoxification (e.g. 6-valued chrome is
reduced to a -valued chrome which can easily be extracted from the solut ion).

Hence, in an ideal scenario the waste-waters could be turned into disposable
solutions just by a suitable combination with one another. However, in practi ce the
occurrence of the various waste types does not coincide with the ratios necessary for
their neutralization an d detoxification, respectively. Therefore, additional chemicals
(e.g. hydrochloric acid and soda lye) are used. to make sure that all occurring waste
waters can be treated successfully.

Cont rolling the sto rage of the waste-waters and the selection of su itable
trea tment are the subject of our project with the objective of minimizing the cost of the
addit ional chemicals used over a longer time period. For some more technical detail s
see Section 3.L

In this paper, first a general model of an on-line mixing problem is developed
in Section 2. Many special conditions which may be present in ot her applications can
easily be included in this framework. Then in Section 3 we discuss the application of
this model to our special case. Furthermore, a two-level heuristic is described which
exploits the given technical condit ions . The resul ts of some computational simulations
as well as practical experience indicating a saving in additional che micals and a high
user sat isfaction are reported in Sect ion 4.

2. A GENERAL MODEL

In this section a description of the was te treatment system as a general on -line
mixing problem is given in a formal way.

First we describe the overall on-going processing cycle and afterwards the
se llection of appropriate waste-water elimination reactions for a single reduction step.

Though our te rm inology is based on the waste-water sce nario, the system itsel f
is mostly independent from the particular situation and can be easily transferred to
othe r applications.
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2.1 Description of the waste-water management system

3

To put-the informal introduction given in Section 1 into a more precise
framework we first int rod uce a set of necessary parameters defining the technical
conditions imposed by the syste m.

The waste-water treatment system under consideration is defi ned by:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

n 1 : Number of waste-water containers (eac h contai ning one type of waste-water)
n 2 : Number of additional chemicals

n = n 1 + n2 : Total number of different chemical substances involved
C j ,j = 1,... , n 1 : Maximum capacity of each container

k : Number of waste-water processing reactors
6 1, I = 1, ,k : Maximum reactor capacity

01' I = 1, k : Minimum filling level required to perform a reaction in reactor I
m1 .1 = I, ...•k : Nu mber of different reactions available in reactor 1

m = L~.l mj : Total number of possible reactions

rlj e [0.11 i = I, .... m. j = 1, ...• n : Necessary proportional amount of substance j to

perform reaction i (Lj..l rlj = 1, 't i)

mlj,i= l ,.. .,m, j = I, ...•n : Minimal amount of subs tance j required to perform

reaction i

The underlying concept of the waste-water management system can he see n as
an infinite sequence of single reduction steps. In each single reduct ion step several
basic react ions may be performed simultaneously in a preselected reactor. Note again
t hat a single reaction consist of putting together waste- waters from different containers
along wit h additio nal chemicals in a certain ratio.

The overall aim of a waste-water management system is twofold : On the one
hand it has to perform reduction steps to keep the system from "breaking down", i.e . it
must be guaranteed that the contents of each waste-water contai ner never exceed the
container's capacity, and on the other hand the amount of additional chemicals should
be minimized.

The main difficul ties of the problem are hidden in t his goal , since both criteria
. contradict each other in some sense. It is evident that the best way to save addit ional

chemicals would be to store waste-water as tong as possible to wai t for situat ions where
it may be reduced without using additional chemicals. However, this strategy would be
extremely dangerous since it may easily happen that any further addition of waste
water will exceed the capacity of some containers.

A completely different strategy would be to take care of the filling levels of all
involved contai ners. Unfortunately. since the filli ng levels of some waste-water
containers may quite suddenly increase considerably, one has to t ry to keep the fillin g
level of the containers as low as possible. But to reach t his goal considerable amounts of
additional chemical are necessary.

T here fore, a "good" st rate gy meeting both goals would consist of mixing the
t wo operations descr ibed above. Such a combined heuristic will be presented in Section
3.4 .
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Beside the choice of a good combination of reactions, in every single step the
reactor Cor t he next step must also be selected. For this selection several strategies are
at hand. The simples t app roach is to keep all k reactors in a fixed arbitrary ordered
cyclic list and move from one reactor in the list to t he next thus resembling the F IFO
principle. For smal l syste ms with noncritical container capacities this is an easy and
efficient method.

A more sophisticated strate gy is to introduce weights for each reactor and to
select the one with the maximal weight. This can be done e.g. by simula ting a single
reduction step for every reactor, computing its objective value (cr. Section 2.2) and
assigning this value as a weight to the reactor. Frequently, it will be sufficient to
restrict t his evaluation to a subset of reactors and discard the others a priori from
consideration. However, we will see that in our pract ical situation the selection of the
reactor is more or less ins ignificant compared to the selection of the react ions .

2.2 Model or a single reduction step

In every reduction step a combination of reactions to be performed in parallel
in the preselected reactor is determined. Taking a combination of reactions is
technical ly possible as each reaction amounts to only a simple mixing procedure.

At the beginni ng of each reduction step the cu rrent state of the system can be
represented by the following variables :

Input:

- YJ' i - l , ... , n 1: Amount of waste-water currently present in container j

- SE {l ,....k l :Index ofthe selectedreactor

The result of determining a promising combination of waste-water decreasing
reactions is represented by the amount of wast e-water whi ch can be treated by each
s ingle reaction.

Output:

- Xi ' i ... 1,..., m
8

: Amount of waste-water eliminated from the containers by reaction i

Constraints:

A feasible solution vector (xi) has to sat isfy the following const raints:
Obviously, the to tal amount of treated waste-water of any container 18

bounded by t he container 's current contests. Formally this means:

m

L x1 rij SYj ' 'Vj= 1•...•n1·
;'1

(1 )

We assume tl . additional chemicals to be avai lable in infinite quantities. (In
practice the correspono ' l! storage tanks are refilled as soon as a critically low filling
level is reached.I
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(2)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(3)

rwr(Cj - Yj +~xlru ) / Cj
j.1 i-l

Xi ~ O. 'Vi:: l, .... m, .

• rn

0,:: L !xirlj 5:6.
) - 1 i ..l

• rn

mexnmae L !x1rjjwj
j_1i-I

maxrrmze
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Impose

together with

Reaching the required minimal amount of each substance for every reaction in
which it takes part leads to a more difficult constraint because it restricts the domain of
any x j to a discontinuous range: Either Xi :: 0 or Xi ~ mu I ru. Hence we get

Note that (6) is still a linear affine function in x.

Instead of this explicit quadratic const raint . an additional binary vector of
decision variables can be int roduced indicating which of the two cases, Xi :: 0 or Xi > 0 ,
is present.

To guarantee that the capacity bounds of the selected reactor are fulfilled we

A second and more direct st rategy is to maximize the sum of the relative buffer
sizes of each container. i.e. the residual capacities which are given by the capacities
minus the contents after the performance of the currently considered reduction step.
This can be achieved by

As indicated. in the previous subsection the overall aim of the waste-water
management system is to keep the filling levels of all containers below their maximum
capacity and to minimize the use of the addit ional chemicals.

The can be modeled by several types of linear objective functions. One strategy
is to maxi mize the amount of processed waste-water minus the amount of used
additional chemicals in each reduction step . In connection with a reasonable reactor
selection procedure this should imply the fulfi llment of the above criteria. To include
the importance of different containers and the cost of the additional chemicals. weights
(J) j can be assigned to all containe rs. This can be written in a straightforward manner

as
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3. A PRACTICAL SITUATION

For most optimization problems arising in industry a theo retical model gives
only an approximate and in many respects simplified desc ription of the Teal situat ion.
This is also the case for our waste-water management system. However, the model
presented in Section 2 is also a more general one than required by our application .

In the following subsections the technical features of the galvanization plant
that provide a schematic understanding are described. Then we will adapt the model in
Section 2, by simplifying the general model when applied to ou r practical situation and
by describing addi tional conditions which have to be fulfill ed but were not incorporated
into t he general model in order to keep it simple and more widely applicab le. Finally
the heuristic actual ly employed in the implemented was te-water management system is
presented.

3.1 Technical Environment

In this subsection we briefly describe the technical components of the
galvanization plant which are relevant for waste-water management . We will not go
into any details of the machinery and the chemical processes but restrict ourselves to a
schematic overview. The investigated facility consists of three levels of tec hnology:

3.1.1 Galvanization line

Electrolytical zinc galvanization is a widely used method to prevent corrosion
and improve the finish of steel parts. For the galvanization process the parts are put
into drums which are moved automatically between various types of che mical baths
following a given processing procedure.

As the level of concetraction of these baths has to be kept within certain limits,
they must be exchanged periodically to ensure the feasibility of the galvanization
process . This results in highly-concetrated waste-water in the form of "exhausted"
chemical solutions . These are stored temporarily in waste-water containers.

Waste-water also occurs from cleaning processes during the galvanization
steps. Before moving to chemical baths with completely diffe rent chemical compounds
the parts must be cleaned with fres h water . This fresh water together with residues
from the che mical baths form the other type of waste-water having a low concentration.

Two reactors are avai lab le to deal with the disposal of these substances, one
Cor neutralization and one for detoxification . Moreover. a system of pipelines and
electric pumps is installed to move any desired amount of waste-water from any
container into one of the reactors and to empty the reactors after successful waste
water treatment.

The treatment itself is based in principle on the mixing of different types of
waste-water in a ratio determined by an automatic an alyz ing device (cons isting of
several tit ra tion devices), cf. Section 3.3. For a detailed description of the chemical
background we refer to Grasser [1].

3 .1.2 Low-level eon! rol devices

The pump .. te rn and the automatic analyzing device are controlled by a
memory-programmabr -nt rol unit. This control unit constantly checks the filling"
levels of all containers . -eporta them to the high-level computer server.
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Any unusual situation which may result in a malfunction of the system Ie.g.
lilling levels close to the maximum capacity, failures in the reaction of a reactor) is
immediately reported. to the server. If no appropria te acti on is taken by the high-level
device either emergency rules are carried out or an automatic shutdown occurs .

3 .1.3 Computer Equipmen t

The optimization part of the waste-water management system is installed as a
C+ + program on a standard Personal Computer. All necessary data are provided by a
se rver via file communication in a token ring. This server , which is programmed and
maintained by a commercial software company, also receives the selected waste-water
reactions from the optimization PC and translates them into single instructions which
are sent to the low-level control devices.

All control tasks such as keeping track of filling levels, managing the data base
contai ning all available reactions. invoking the automatic analyzing device. man aging
the communication between the different parts of the low-level devices and carrying
out eme rgency rul es are performed by this Server. Thus, optimization can stick to a
more general approach to waste-water management by only se lect ing reactions that are
appropriate in the current sit uation without having to deal with their execution.

In case of failure, manual operation or any other irregularities, opt imization is
se t back by the server into a well defined initial state.

3.2 Simplifications

The syste m we dealt with consists of only two reactors , i.e . k::::2 . Therefore, the
reactor selection becomes much easier. In most cases each reactor will be selected. in
tu rn.

Important additional information we have at hand in our system is the upper
bou nd on the maximal increase of each container's contents in its future. This
in formation is given by the est imated values I j and h j' meaning that I j hours

app roximately h j liters of waste-water are expected to be added to container j . This

additional information makes it possible to keep the container ruling levels closer to
t he ir capaci ty without taking a dangerously high risk.

3.3 Additional Conditions

The main aspect which deviates considerably from our general models is the
nature of the proportional ratios r lj of each i, The parts which are processed in the

various gal vanization baths may have traces of dirt, corrosion or other soilure on their
su rface. This facto r and other chemical phenomena may cause a considerable change in
the chemical composition of t he resulting waste-water from one charge to the next . The
proportional rat ios rij for each reaction are thereby no longe r valid.

To determine ratio values a small-scale reaction has to be performed in an
automatic analyzing device yielding the exact current ratios r lj . This analysis takes a

rather long time and can therefore not be done for all possible reactions but only for a
small selection of them. In our system the maxi mum number of reactions which can be
tested du ring a redu ction step is th ree.
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This behaviour of the reaction ratios results in the following: During the
process of select ing promising reactions on ly "expected" ratios and not exact ratios are
known in advance. However, based on these sometimes rather deviating data at most
three possible "good" reactions can be chosen. After this procedure the selected

react ions 'are automat ically an alyzed and the exact values riJ are determined. Based on

the resu lt ing values r ,) the optimal combination of these reactions is computed or, if

the ratios deviate strongly from the originally expected values r lJ' other reactions have

to be taken into account (which of course have to be tested first ).
To adapt the ratios rij to t he current che mical state of the system and to have

a better estimation of the exact ratios in the next reduct ion step, the following update is
performed after every analysis by setting the corresponding ratio

r,j :=UPDAT~ · r lj + (1-UPDATE )· rij • (7)

where UPDATE e (0.1) is a fixed parameter indica ting t he level of adjustment to the
•

present conditions. After some test trials and discussions with responsible engineers,
the choice of UPDATE := 0.2 seemed to be promising.

Another feature in our system is given by minimal "activation" levels bj for

every container j meaning that whenever the filling level Y j of container j is lower t han

the given value bj • it is not necessary to reduce the waste-water in this container

Yj 2: bj .

3.4 A practical heuri stic

The simplificat ions and additional conditions for the investigated system as
described in the previous subsections make the use of the general model in Section 2
impractical an d call for the application of a heuristic specially tuned to the given
s it uation.

In order to determine which reactions to perform and avoid solving programs
with a quadratic constraint such as (3), we firs t select one container whose contents
should be treated with highest priority. This is d by evaluating t he weighting
function for every container depe nding on the filling .els and their expected increase
pe r time unit.

After choosing the "most critical" container 8 more complicated weighting
function is applied to every reaction giving its expected "gai n" (see below).

Our approach can be su mmarized by a processing cycle consisting of the
following ste ps:

1. Initiali zation :

The input consisting of the current contai ne r filling levels and the number of
the selected reactor (I or 2) is read .

2. Container and volume select ion:

In this step of the algor ithm some contai ne r j is selected for which the urgency
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of decreasing the waste-water it contains is the highest. In the seque l we show how our
heuristic selects the most cri tical container. In addit ion to the se lection of container )
we also compute values u) indicating the amount of liters which must be treated in the

current reduction iteration (regardless of whether or not additives are used) and values
V) describing the amount of liters which are available for possible treatment as long as

no additional chem icals are used .

Note that we know for each container) the minimal filling level b). its capacity

Cj and the values tJ and h j meaning that in t j hours maximal h) liters of waste

water are expected to be added to container ). Additionally. we know the actual filling
level Y j of container) . Based on this information the following rul es for choosing a

container can be defined.

(1 ) Let J be the set of containers for which Y j + h j > Ci :

If J :Jt 0, select containe r p for which t p := min {t j Ii E J } holds.

Set up := ( h p + Yp - Cp ) / t p and Vp :=Yp - bp '

(2) Let J be the set of containers for which Yj ~ b) .

If J "# 0, select container p for which (y j - bj ) / Cj is maximal.

Set up := 0 and Vp := Yp - bp'

It may happen that Yj < bj holds for all containers ). i.e. it is not necessary to

perform any reaction . Naturally, in this case no container is se lected and we go back to
Step 1.

Some comment must be made on the definition of values Vp ' i.e. the amount of

waste-water which may at most be reduced by the next reduction ste p. Although it may
happen that t he complete contents of a container can be reduced without using
additional che micals in the next step. it is a better strategy to leave a certain amount of
waste-water in each container for possible use during future reduction steps.

3_ React ion selection:

At first the values CIlJ') = 1.... . n
1

• indicating the gain of treating one liter of

waste-water from container i . are computed. It is clear that these values should
depend on parameters Cj ' Yj. l j and h j and are chosen in an appropriate way. The

weights for the additional chemicals are initialized by a negative gain coefficient, in our
special case we fixed CIlj := -1000 for all ) = n 1 + 1. ...,nz. For every waste-water

container j with 1S) ::::; n1 we proceed in the following way: If the inequality
Yj + hj > Cj holds we set W j : = {max 15.100 - 1j }' otherwise we let CIl} := 1.

After having assigned value W j to each containe r j we ,can easily determine

the weigh t of each reaction i • which may be performed in the selected reactor . by
computing
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Note that by setting the values of the containers the way we have done, a
reaction using no additional chemicals always has a positive value. whereas a reaction
using addit ives always has a negative value.

Finally, the three react ions with the highest value are tested by t he automatic

analyzing device to determine their exact ra t ios rij •

4. Volume computation:

A linear program (LP) is generated to compute the best combination of the
preselected reactions. Let R denote the set of these reactions (us ual ly IRj= 3). Then the
best combination of t hese reactions is given as the optimal solution to the self
explanatory linear program given below.

(L P) maximize

such that

"
L LrijwJx l

ieR j _1

"5.S L LXIr;jS~.
iER j .. l

UpS L x,rv s Vp
ieR

L x, r
,j

S Yj' '1j = l ,.. ,n
ie R

5. Feasibility check:

vi E R

It may happen that there exists no feasible solution to the above (L P) if the
minimum reactor volume is not reached or the decrease in waste-water in container p
is smaller than the computed value up ' In such a case we go back to Step 3 and select

further reactions und thereby increase the set R hoping to obtai n a feasible solution in
Step 4 the next time. This procedure is done until we reach a feasible solution or there
are no more reactions in which container p is involved.

If we end up with a feasible solution or with a solution which does satisfy the
reactor constrain ts we go to Step 6, otherwise the system stays idle and we go back to
Step 1.

6. Reduction :

The computed combination of reactions is performed. \Ve go back to Step L
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4. EVALUATION OF THE WASTE-WATER
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

11

In trying to evaluate the performance of our waste-management system we ran
in to several difficulties . First of all it would be natural to compare our approach with
the manual waste-water management used in the plant before the installa tion of our
sys tem. In particular. the amount of additional chemical used in the past could be
compared ,vith the current consumption.

Unfortunately. no exact data are available for the amount of additional
chemicals added on average during a specified time period in the past, since the amount
and type of was te-water generated in a certai n time period highly depends on the
quantity and type of products treated in the galvanization process . However , using
their experience the local employes confirmed that wit h the help of our syste m 15 - 20%
of addit ional chemicals are saved.

Another important goal of the new waste-water management system was the
creation of the automated process itself. This means that beside saving costs through a
decrease in chemical consu mption an equally important objective from the company's
point of wiev was replacement of the manual waste-water control by a system which
does not requ ire human intervention and runs continuously with high reliability . After
a series of test trials our system was put on-line and is now used as a permanent
ap plicat ion. meeting the last formulated requi rement.

To evaluate our model theoretically we tried to simulate the behaviour of the
whole system during different time periods. Since the chemical behaviour of the exact

ratios r
'J

is difficu lt to simulate we assumed these values to be fixed and did not change

them during the whole period . Having made this assu mption, it was possible to develop
the followin g "off-line" model. to which our resu lts may be compared.

In this "off-line" system we assume t hat all waste-water gene rated during a
certain time period can be stored in infinitely large waste-water containers and can be
treated in infinitely large reactors . Then the minimal consumption of additional
chemicals by this hypothetical, but in some sense optimal waste-water treatment , can
be computed as a solution to the fo llowing linear program (LP2) :

(LP2l . . .
mnurmze

such that

m n

:L LryXj
1=1 j "' IlI .. 1

m

r.riJXj ~Yj -Cj ' Itj =d.... ,n
i=l

m

LryX j '!o Y j' Itj::= i , .... n
;"1

Vi"' l •....m

It is evident that the objective value of (LP2) constit utes a lower bound for the
amount of additional chemicals used by any waste-water management system which
takes into account the capacities of the involved containers and reactors. By computing
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the relative deviation from this lower bou nd a reasonable certificate for the quality of
the applied heurist ic can be attained.

In the remainder of this section we descr ibe ou r computational study. The

Pa ramete rs t an d h for each container j were chose n as good esti mates for the real
J J

behaviour of the galvanization Hne; three diffe rent low-concetrated waste-water occur
consecutively each hour with an upper bound of 700 liters, t he other three high ly
concetrated waste-waters only occur twice a month with different uppe r bounds hJ

varying from 1000 up to 3000 liters. Duri ng the period of one month 720 reduct ion
steps, i.e. approximatelly one reduct ion per hour, are performed.

The first problem we simulated was a "worst-case scenario" in which for each
containe r j the maximum possible amount of waste-water, namely hJ liters, occurs

after tJ time units. Table 1 shows the computational results indicating that the

heuristic is only 20% off the lower bound.

Table 1. Comparison of the amount of liters of additional chemicals requ ired by the
wasste-water management heuristic with the lower bound (LB> of t he theoretical "off
line" model (LP2) during one year. The facto r indicates the rea lr ive deviat ion from the
lower bound.

Period Worst-case Scenario
heuristic LB factor

1 month 46234 37107 1.25
2 months 97440 80559 1.21
3 months 150194 124667 1.20
6 months 308455 257592 1.19
9 months 466716 391142 1.19
1 year 642977 523155 1.19

However. after looking at this solut ion in detail we identified periodicity in the
solution. To avoid this effect in the simulation we then tested five problems where the
cu rrent increase in each container after t j time units was uniformly and independently

distribu ted in two different intervals: (3 /4h j .hj ] and [1 /2h j ,h)]. Our computat ional

tests showed that it is sufficient to investigate only time periods up to three months.
Table 2 gives a comparison of our waste-water management syste m with the lower
bou nd obtained by solving (LP2l for several random sce narios. It can be seen that the
amount of additional che micals required by the heuristic is no more than approximately
1.3 t imes the lower bound given by model (LP2).

Summarizing, the waste-wate r management system under investigation works
well in pract ice and in t heoreti cal simulat ions.
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Table 2, Comparison of the amount of liters of additional chemicals required by the
waste-water management heuristic with the lower bound (LB) of the theoretical "off
line" model (LP2) for one or three months. The factor indicates the relative deviation
from the lower bound .

Values 1 Month 3 Months
heuristic LB factor heuristic LB factor

[3I4h )' h j l 4 1373 I 322711 1.28 1368781 111060 I 1.23

38828 1 319281 1.21 135598 I 1083731 1.25
40951 1 33581 1 1.21 135355 I 106700 I 1.27
410981 33581 1 1.22 137249 1 108408 1 1.27
41869 1 31232 1 1.34 137569 1 1078761 1.28

[1/ 2h
1

,h
1

J 33717 1 26759 I 1.26 1162721 95829 1 1.21

33367 I 26240 1 1.27 112474 1 93954 1 1.20
34296 1 26967 1 1.27 112893 1 919711 1.23
33526 I 26351 I 1.27 115446 1 94501 1 1.22
34236 1 27907 I 1.23 113458 I 938921 1.21
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